This paper employs the extrinsic information transfer (EXIT) method, a technique imported from the analysis of the iterative decoding of error control codes, to study the performance of belief propagation in community detection in the presence of side information. We consider both the detection of a single (hidden) community, as well as the problem of identifying two symmetric communities. For single community detection, this paper demonstrates the suitability of EXIT to predict the asymptotic phase transition for weak recovery. More importantly, EXIT analysis is leveraged to produce useful insights such as the performance of belief propagation near the threshold. For two symmetric communities, the asymptotic residual error for belief propagation is calculated under finite-alphabet side information, generalizing a previous result with noisy labels. EXIT analysis is used to illuminate the effect of side information on community detection, its relative importance depending on the correlation of the graphical information with node labels, as well as the effect of side information on residual errors.
I. INTRODUCTION
Detecting communities in graphs is a fundamental problem that has been studied in various fields including statistics [1] - [5] , computer science [6] - [10] and theoretical statistical physics [11] , [12] . Applications of community detection include finding like-minded people in social networks [13] , improving recommendation systems [14] , and detecting protein complexes [15] .
Several models are proposed for random graphs that exhibit a community structure; a survey can be found in [16] . This paper considers the stochastic block model (SBM) [17] , which is widely used as a model for community detection and as a benchmark for clustering algorithms [1] , [2] , [6] , [11] . This paper addresses two models: the stochastic block model for one community [18] , [19] , and the binary symmetric stochastic block model [20] , [21] . Most of the community detection literature recovers the communities from a purely graphical observation.
However, in practical scenarios, extra information (side information) about the nodes might also be available. For example, social networks such as Facebook and Twitter have access to information other than the graph edges such as date of birth, nationality, school. Therefore, in this paper we consider a generalization of the standard community detection problem, where in addition to the connectivity graph, some side information related to each node's individual attributes is available for inference.
In the area of community detection, some works [17] , [21] - [25] have concentrated on deriving information theoretic limits, while some others [20] , [26] - [29] proposed efficient algorithms such as belief propagation and semi-definite programming and study their asymptotic performance. This paper proposes a new tool 1 for the analysis of the performance of local message passing algorithms, e.g., belief propagation, for community detection with side information. EXIT analysis has been used to understand the behavior of iterative algorithms [30] in the context of error control and communication systems. Instead of calculating and tracking the probability density of the estimate or its log likelihood (density evolution) which can be complicated, EXIT analysis tracks the evolution of the mutual information (a scalar value) at each iteration of the algorithm.
EXIT analysis has the advantage of modest complexity (compared with density evolution), robustness to approximation errors, and production of useful insights [30] . By observing the EXIT chart, one can predict whether the decoder will fail, deduce the approximate number of iterations needed to decode, as well as approximate error probability after decoding. EXIT charts also have the additional benefit of an information theoretic interpretation [30] .
We apply EXIT analysis to single-community detection as well as to binary symmetric community detection, each with side information, and leverage this technique to provide insights on:
• The effect of the quality and quantity of side information on the performance of belief propagation, e.g. probability of error
• The asymptotic threshold for weak recovery, achieving a vanishing residual error
• The performance of belief propagation near the optimal threshold
• The performance of belief propagation through the first few iterations 1 While EXIT analysis has been used in the context of error control codes and related subjects in communication, its introduction to the area of community detection is novel. Please note that EXIT charts [30] predate, and are unrelated to [31] which also uses the acronym "EXIT".
• Approximating the number of iterations needed for convergence
The technical distinction and novelty of this paper can be explained as follows: EXIT analysis was originally developed in the context of communication systems for bipartite graphs in which some nodes carry information while some other nodes represent the constraints on the data nodes (e.g. via parity check equations or the structure or memory of a communication channel). The present work aims to employ EXIT analysis in a scenario where the above conditions do not apply, and therefore the EXIT analysis must be developed anew for the scenario where each node in a general tree has both an individual label (information) as well as information that is applicable to other nodes. This gives rise to new EXIT equations. In other words, in the original EXIT analysis, all mutual information was calculated with respect to a subset of node labels,
i.e., bit-node variables, whereas now all nodes have information. Since we are now interested in a graph that has a stochastic symmetry, the input/output belief propagation equations must be reinterpreted once again in terms of extrinsic information. This statement will be further clarified in the sequel while developing the details of EXIT equations.
An early version of this work, without considering side information and using a subset of graph system models considered herein, appeared in the following conference paper [32] .
II. SYSTEM MODELS Throughout this paper the community label of node i is denoted by x i , the side information of node i by y i , the vector of the nodes true labels by x * , the vector of the nodes side information by y, and the observed graph by G. We assume that conditioned on x, G and y are independent.
The goal is to recover x * from the observation of G and y. The alphabet for y i is denoted
where M is the cardinality of side information which is assumed to be bounded and constant across n.
Two system models are considered in this paper. The first, the binary symmetric stochastic block model, consists of n nodes with x i ∈ {±1}. The node labels are independent and identically distributed across n, with 1 and −1 labels having equal probability. Each two nodes are connected with an edge with probability a n if the two nodes belong to the same community and with probability b n , otherwise, for a > b > 0. In addition to the graph, each node independently observes side information, y i , according to:
It is further assumed that as n → ∞: a, b → ∞ such that a−b √ b = µ, for a fixed positive constant µ and that the average degree
. The latter condition is crucial in our analysis, by enabling the approximation of the neighborhood of a given node in the graph by a tree [20] , [33] .
The second model studied in this paper is the one-community stochastic block model, consisting of n nodes and containing a hidden community C * with size
The underlying distribution of the graph is as follows: an edge connects a pair of nodes with probability p if both nodes are in C * and with probability q otherwise, with p ≥ q. For each node i, side information y i is observed according to the distribution:
We assume K n , the LLR of side information and λ are constants independent of n, while nq, Kq n→∞ − − → ∞, which implies that
III. BINARY SYMMETRIC STOCHASTIC BLOCK MODEL
Studying the performance of belief propagation with noisy-label side information was introduced in [20] . This section generalizes the results to M-ary side information and introduces EXIT analysis as a new tool to study the performance of belief propagation for community detection.
A key idea in our analysis is the relation between inference on graphs and inference on the corresponding Galton-Watson trees [20] . Let T t j be the sub-tree of T i rooted at node j with depth t. The problem of inference on trees with side information is to estimate the label of the root τ i given observation of (T ), where
is the side information of all the nodes in the tree rooted at i with depth t. It then follows that the error probability for an estimatorτ i (T
) is:
Let q * T t be the error probability achieved by the optimal estimator, i.e. maximum a posteriori (MAP). Note that the MAP estimator for any node i can be written as:τ M AP = 2 × 1 {Γ t i ≥0} − 1, where Γ t i is the log likelihood ratio and can be defined as:
∀j ∈ T i . The log likelihood ratio Γ t j can be further computed via a recursive formula which is the basis for the belief propagation algorithm.
. Then, for all t ≥ 1,
Proof.
• (a) holds because conditioned on τ j , (N j ,τ j ) are independent of the rest of the tree, and
) are independent and identically distributed random variables ∀k ∈ N j , Belief Propagation Algorithm 1: Input: n, t ∈ N, G, y.
2: Initialize: Set R 0 i→j = 0, ∀i ∈ G and j ∈ Ni. 3: For all i ∈ G and j ∈ Ni, run for t − 1 iterations:
4: For all i ∈ G, compute:
• (b) holds also because conditioned on τ j , N j andτ j are independent,
) ∀j ∈ T t , and for a node j, N j children are generated
), then for each node k ∈ N j , τ k = τ j with probability The above result clarifies the connection between inference on trees and the community detection problem addressed in this paper. Let G t i be the sub-graph of G induced by the nodes whose distance to i is at most t, and x A be a vector consisting of labels of nodes in a set of nodes A. Then, the following Lemma, proved in [20] , shows the feasibility of approximating
) with probability approaching one under certain conditions on the depth t.
, there exists a coupling between
) with probability converging to
1.
Lemma 2 suggests that the tree-based log likelihood ratio Γ t i , calculated in Lemma 1, is an asymptotically accurate representation for belief propagation in our problem. Letx BP t be the output of the belief propagation algorithm after t iterations. The details of the belief propagation algorithm is presented in Table I .
to be the expected fraction of misclassified nodes by an estimatorx. The following lemma characterizes the asymptotic average behavior of grah-wide error as characterized by p G,y (x BP t ).
) with probability converging to 1. This
, where the o(1) term comes from the coupling error of Lemma 2.
So far the results hold for all a and b as long as
for a fixed positive constant µ. Let U + and U − be two random variables drawn according to the distribution of h i conditioned respectively on τ i = 1 and τ i = −1. Then the following theorem describes a density evolution that evaluates q * h(ν). Then:
Proof. The proof has similarities with [20] . For brevity, we only describe the new developments compared with [20] and the corresponding arguments.
Define
and for all t ≥ 1, Φ
We are interested in the moments of Φ t j conditioned on node label τ j = −1 and τ j = 1. For convenience of notation, we define new random variables W t + and W t − whose distribution is identical to Φ t j when τ j is equal to 1 and −1, respectively.
Proof. The proof for E[W Define ψ(x) = log(1 + x) − x. It then follows from Taylor expansion that |ψ(x)| ≤ x 2 . Then, (9), can be written as:
where f (x) = 1 1+e −2(x−β) . It then follows that:
Calculating the mean of the two sides of equation above conditioned on τ j = ±1,
By the definition of Γ t j and a change of measure, it follows that
for any measurable function g such that the expectations are well defined.
Also, notice that:
Moreover, since |ψ(x)| ≤ x 2 and |f (x)| ≤ 1, it follows that ψ (e 4β − 1)f (W
Combining (12), (14) , and (15),
where (a) holds from the definition of f (x), the definition of tanh(x) and the fact that f (x) = 
where
h(ν t ). Then, for any fixed t ≥ 0, as n → ∞:
The proof of Lemma 5 departs from [20, Lemma 7.3] only in the distribution of U ± , and is therefore omitted for brevity.
In view of Lemmas 4, 5, for all j, (Φ
2 dy. Hence, from Lemma 3,
It remains to show that lim t→∞ ν t =ν.
The proof of Lemma 6 departs from [20, Lemma 7.4] only in the distribution of U ± , and is therefore omitted for brevity.
Recall that ν 0 = 0. By direct substitution ν 0 ≤ ν 1 . Now, let ν t+1 ≥ ν t . By Lemma 6,
for some x ∈ (ν t , ν t+1 ). By Lemma 6, h ′ (x) ≥ 0 for x ∈ (0, ∞). Thus, ν t+2 ≥ ν t+1 , and hence, it has been shown by induction on t that ν t is non-decreasing in t. Also, note that ν 0 = 0 ≤ν.
If we assume that ν t ≤ν, then by monotonicity of h, we have:
Thus, lim t→∞ ν t =ν.
A. Exit Analysis
Equation (8) We begin by calculating the mutual information between the label of node i, x i , and its belief at time t, namely R t i .
For simplicity and to show the power of EXIT analysis in drawing insights that cannot be easily deduced from belief propagation equations, we consider a concrete example with M = 3.
More precisely, for each node i, we observe y i = x i with probability ǫ(1 − α) or y i = −x i with probability ǫα or y i = 0 with probability 1 − ǫ, independently at random, for α ∈ (0, 0. . Note that for fixed α and ǫ, I(x i , R t i ) is function of ν t only. Hence, we will denote it by J(ν t ).
Based on the belief propagation algorithm described in Table I , at iteration t, node i receives the beliefs of all nodes j ∈ N(i) calculated at iteration (t − 1). We denote the information node i receives from node j as I in . Then, node i computes the new information it has at iteration t.
We denote this information as I out . Both I in and I out can be calculated using (19) as J(ν t−1 ) and J(ν t ), respectively. Since J(ν t ) is monotonically increasing in ν t [34] , J(ν t ) is reversible.
Thus, ν t = J −1 (I(x i , R t i )). Moreover, ν t−1 and ν t are related by
therefore I in and I out for node i are related as follows
There is a fundamental difference between using EXIT charts in the context of community detection in stochastic block models and EXIT charts in the standard context of coding theory.
Taking Low Density Parity Check (LDPC) Codes as an example, each variable node i receives from a check node j the information or belief of that check node about whether the variable node is one or zero. Thus, the input log-likelihood ratio received by variable node i is actually calculated conditioned on the value of the variable node i. Community detection presents a different scenario: Each node i receives the belief of node j. However, the belief of node j is calculated conditioned on the value of node j, not the value of node i. This reflects the fundamental differences between the bipartite graph representing FEC codewords and a random graph representing relationships of randomly distributed node labels. The former is fundamentally asymmetric, where parity nodes carry no new information conditioned on bit nodes. On the contrary, in community detection, nodes are (stochastically) symmetric and all of them carry information.
In community detection, for a node i at iteration t, we define I in = I(x j , R t−1 j ), and I out = I(x i , R t i ). In other words, the amount of information transferred from each node outward represents how confident (in terms of mutual information) is the belief of that node about the value of its own label. To compute J and J −1 , we apply curve fitting using the Levenberg Marquardt algorithm [34] . we can deduce the following:
• Side information, with any quantity (any ǫ = 0), regardless of the quality (e.g. α = 0.4), breaks the symmetry. Note that without side information the curves get stuck at the trivial (0, 0) point, implying that the belief propagation algorithm is a trivial random guessing estimator [32] . This is true for all values of µ.
• The starting point of the curves, which indicates the quality of the initial estimate, depends crucially on the values of µ, α, ǫ. For small values of µ, e.g. µ = 2, EXIT charts reveal that the quantity of side information is not very important unless its quality is excellent. This can be seen in large, the quality of the initial guess can make a bigger difference, proportionally.
• The intersection points on the curve exhibit almost the same behavior as the starting point.
Note that the intersection point determines the value ofν, which determines the probability of error. In Figure 1 , when α = 0.4, the intersection points are very close in value for ǫ = 0. This shows that the quantity of side information does not enhance the performance of belief propagation for small values of µ. On the other hand, when α = 0.1, the effect of ǫ on the intersection point of the curve (i.e., probability of error) is significant, even when µ = 2.
• EXIT charts also show that when the graph is not very informative, e.g., µ = 2, even when side information provides significant information, e.g., when α = 0.1, ǫ = 1, the residual error does not improve markedly over the course of iterations. On the other hand, for highly-informative graphs, e.g., µ = 6, even when side information provides a small amount of information, e.g., when α = 0.4, ǫ = 0.1, the eventual residual error improves significantly compared with the starting point.
• Although side information can break symmetry, even with high quality, e.g., α = 0.1, unless ǫ → 1, one cannot hope to reach a vanishing fraction of misclassified nodes for a graph with small µ. This stems from the fact that the two communities are symmetric and for nodes with erased side information, the only source of information is the messages coming from its neighbors.
• When µ = 6, for all values of α ∈ (0, 0.5) and ǫ ∈ (0, 1], one may achieve a vanishing fraction of misclassified nodes. This is because the only intersection point on the curve is approaching (1, 1) , which is the maximum mutual information available for binary variables.
• Figure 3 shows that as µ increases, there is always an intersection point. This suggests that one could not hope for vanishing residual error, i.e., weak recovery, except when µ → ∞ or α → 0. This suggests that belief propagation for recovering binary symmetric communities with side information does not have a phase transition for a finite µ.
IV. ONE COMMUNITY STOCHASTIC BLOCK MODEL
We begin by studying the performance of belief propagation on a random tree with side information. Then, we show that the same performance is possible on a random graph drawn according to the one community stochastic block model with side information, using a coupling lemma [19] .
Let T be an infinite tree with nodes indexed by variable i, each of them possessing a label τ i ∈ {0, 1}. The root is node i = 0. The sub-tree of depth t rooted at node i is denoted T t i . The sub-tree rooted at i = 0 with depth t is referenced often and is denoted simply T t . Unlike the random graph counterpart, the tree and its node labels are generated together as follows: τ 0 is a Bernoulli- side information withτ , and the labels and side information of T t with τ t andτ t respectively.
The likelihood of side information continues to be denoted by α +,m , α −,m , as earlier.
The goal is to infer the label τ 0 given observations T t andτ t . The error probability of the estimatorτ 0 (T t ,τ t ) is:
The maximum a posteriori (MAP) detector minimizes p t e is given byτ M AP = 1 {Γ t 0 ≥ν} , where Γ t 0 is the log likelihood ratio,
and ν = log(
. Then,
Proof. The independent splitting property of the Poisson distribution is used to give an equivalent description of the numbers of children having a given label for any vertex in the tree, as follows.
The set of children of node i is denoted N i with cardinality N i = |N i |. If τ i = 1, the number of its children N i ∼ Poi(Kp + (n − K)q) and each of these children j, independently of everything else has label τ j = 1 with probability Kp Kp+(n−K)q and τ j = 0 with probability
. If τ i = 0 the number of its children N i ∼ Poi(nq) and each of these children j, independent from everything else, has label τ j = 1 with probability K n and τ j = 0 with probability
for each node i in the tree, side informationτ i is observed according to α +,m , α −,m . Then:
• (a) holds because conditioned on τ 0 (N 0 ,τ 0 ) are independent of the rest of the tree and also (T The inference problem defined on the random tree is coupled to the recovering of a hidden community with side information through a coupling lemma [19] , which shows that under certain conditions, the neighborhood of a fixed node i in the graph is locally a tree with probability converging to one. Thus, the belief propagation algorithm defined for random trees can be used on the graph as well. The proof of the coupling lemma depends only on the tree structure, implying that it also holds for our system model where the side information is independent of the tree structure given the labels.
Define Gt u to be the subgraph containing all nodes that are at a distance at mostt from node u and define xt u and Yt u to be the set of labels and side information of all nodes in Gt u , respectively. and (T, τ ,τ ) such that:
where for convenience of notation, the dependence oft on n is made implicit. Now, we are ready to present the belief propagation algorithm for community recovery with bounded side information. Define the message transmitted from node i to its neighboring node j at iteration t + 1 as:
where h i = log(
), N i is the set of neighbors of node i and M(x) = log(
). The messages are initialized to zero for all nodes i, i.e., R 0 i→j = 0 for all i ∈ {1, · · · , n} and j ∈ N i . Define the belief of node i at iteration t + 1 as:
Algorithm II presents the proposed belief propagation algorithm for community recovery with side information.
If in Algorithm II we have t =t(n), according to Lemma 8 with probability converging to one
, where Γ t i was the log-likelihood defined for the random tree. Hence, the performance of Algorithm II is expected to be the same as the MAP estimator defined asτ M AP = 1 {Γ t i ≥ν} , where ν = log(
We now study the asypmtotic behaviour of Γ t i . Define for t ≥ 1 and any node i:
where 
The following lemma shows that the distributions of Z 
], where Z ∼ N (0, 1). Then, for all t ≥ 0:
The following lemma characterizes the asymptotic residual error of belief propagation with side information for recovering a single community. 
], and Z ∼ N (0, 1).
Proof. Let p e,0 , p e,1 denote Type I and Type II errors for recovering τ 0 . Then, the proof follows from Lemmas 9 and 10, using
A. Exit Analysis
An interesting and natural question is: does belief propagation with side information have a phase transition? If yes, what is the threshold? Equation (34) shows the residual asymptotic error of belief propagation for detecting one community with side information. However, it does not provide a direct answer regarding phase transition. This section demonstrates the utility of EXIT charts in the understanding of phase transition.
We begin by calculating the mutual information between the label of node i, x i , and its belief at time t, R t i as follows:
where h m = log(
For a concrete demonstration of the capabilities of EXIT analysis, we use the following model for side information. Let M = 2, where for each node i, y i = x i with probability 1 − α, and for different values of α.
y i = 1 − x i with probability α, where α ∈ [0, 0.5]. Note that for a fixed α, I(x i , R t i ) is function of v t only. Hence, we will denote it by J(v t ).
Based on the belief propagation algorithm described in Table II , at iteration t, node i receives the beliefs of all nodes j ∈ N i calculated at iteration (t − 1). We denote the input information to node i from node j as I in . Then, node i computes the new information it has at iteration t, which we call I out . Note that I in and I out can be calculated using (35) as J(v t−1 ) and J(v t ), respectively.
Since J(v t ) is monotonically increasing in v t [34] , J(v t ) is reversible. Thus, v t = J −1 (I(x i , R t i )). Moreover, since v t−1 and v t are related by:
we can define the relation between I in and I out for node i as follows:
To compute J and J −1 , we apply curve fitting using the Levenberg Marquardt algorithm [34] .
Figures 4, 5 and 6 show the EXIT curves for different values of λ, and α.
• Figure 4 shows a threshold for λ, such that the EXIT curves do not intersect above this threshold and they do below the threshold. Hence, belief propagation with side information experiences a phase transition. Moreover, above the threshold, the maximum mutual information is attained, and hence, a vanishing residual error is possible (weak recovery). This particular example is constructed for a graph whose probability distribution does not provide sufficient information alone for weak recovery. This example demonstrates clearly the role of side information in weak recovery especially in conditions where, without it, weak recovery is not attainable. EXIT analysis thus confirms the threshold effect that was first reported in [23] , but more importantly, EXIT demonstrates the phase transition behavior in a visually compelling manner that is easy to grasp, with relatively straight forward calculations.
• To elaborate, EXIT charts bring further clarity to the nature of the belief propagation threshold, by showing how the iterations of the belief propagation, at threshold, just barely manage to escape through a bottleneck and approach the maximum likelihood solution.
EXIT also clearly demonstrates the residual error of belief propagation on the two sides of the phase transition (the jump in error probability at phase transition) which is not as easy to see via other analytical methods.
• Thus, the EXIT method demonstrates that while the thresholding phenomenon for belief propagation is indeed sharp in terms of transition across parameters of the model for the graph and side information, however, close to the threshold the belief propagation might pay a heavy price in terms of the number of iterations needed to converge. Thus, in the sense of the cost of the algorithm, the behavior of belief propagation near the threshold is something that is especially well understood via the EXIT analysis. The curvature (second derivative) of the EXIT curves at the point of bottleneck is an indication of the iterations needed close to the threshold. This effect is not visible to the other analytical methods that, typically, first let the number of iterations go to infinity, and then observe the (asymptotic, in iterations) performance of the belief propagation algorithm across the landscape of the parameters of the system model.
• As mentioned earlier, Fig. 4 shows the thresholding effect for the side information where the graphical information is fixed. In order to complete the picture, we also performed experiments where we hold the quality of the side information to be fixed (via a fixed α), while we allow the graph to become progressively more informative (characterized by improving λ). This result is shown in Figures 5 and 6 . In these figures, the thresholding effect for graphical information is shown in the presence of side information.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes the extrinsic information transfer (EXIT) method to study the performance of belief propagation in community detection under side information. The EXIT technique was introduced originally for the analysis of turbo codes and LDPC codes. We consider the stochastic block model for one community and two symmetric communities. For single community detection, we demonstrate the suitability of EXIT analysis to predict whether belief propagation experiences a phase transition, and where is it. Furthermore, we show the power of EXIT analysis to produce insights that are not easily available otherwise, such as the performance and complexity of belief propagation near the threshold. For the two symmetric communities, we calculate the asymptotic residual error for belief propagation with finitealphabet side information, generalizing a result in the literature. This work shows that EXIT analysis can illuminate the effect of quality and quantity of side information on the performance of belief propagation in terms of residual error, performance through the first few iterations, and achieving weak recovery.
